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D I S C O V E R  G E R T  S N E L
We are more than excited to show you the first edition of our Gert Snel catalog and 
can not wait to welcome you in this first edition full of inspiration and distinctive 
styles. 

All our items are handpicked and selected with an eye for detail. Our assortment 
consists of a diverse mix in styles and unique items, with a story or a past. Worldly, 
full of character and made to be loved. Created to enrich interiors and to make your 
business stand out from the crowd. Travel the world or through time and get lost in 
our wonderful world of interiors. 

What you find at Gert Snel, you will not find anywhere else. We are just like you.
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Unique
  Decoration
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Everyday new arrivals
Visit our showroom or webshop for 
more unlike any other items
More than 11.276 unique items in stock 
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E X P L A N A T I O N 
U N I Q U E  A N D 
S T O C K  A R T I C L E S 
In this catalog you will only find a small selection of our stock items. In our grand  
showroom you will find thousands of other unique and stock items. The unique  
pieces in this catalog give an impression of what our total assortment has to offer. 
You are more than welcome to go on your own treasure hunt in our showroom to  
discover our total collection of distinctive pieces.  
 

Our collection is constantly moving. Every day we receive new arrivals. Since they 
are literally one of a kind, our unique pieces can be sold within a day. Our collec-

tion items have a larger stock. A part of these are our true Gert Snel classics. Other 
collection items will be available if there is stock left and can be more trend related.  
 

Unique Pieces
Our unique pieces are truly one of a kind. We only have selected pieces available of 
most of our unique items. This means that they sell out quickly. You are in luck if you 
manage to get your hands on one of them!

 

GS Collection
The items within our GS Collections are typical Gert Snel styles. This is the fixed collec-

tion within our assortment. We design these pieces ourselves or we select beautiful 
existing items that breathe the typical Gert Snel dna. All our GS Collection items are 
available from stock.
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    Meet me 
     at the table

Tables
From dining tables to side or 
coffee tables, at Gert snel you 
can purchase all kind of tables. 
We buy unique, antique tables 
from all over the world and we 
develop tables under our own 
production. 
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Tables

Dining table Trevi
20068067
Ø130x78cm

Dining table Campione grey 

20063002
260x100x80cm

20063001 
220x100x79cm

Dining table  Sienna
20068078 
200x95x76cm

20068079 
220x95x76cm

20068080 
240x95x76cm

Dining table  Jake
20562004
200x90x76cm
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Dining table Floris round
20021028 

Ø130x79cm

Dining table Floris
20021011

220x100x79cm

More sizes available see page 72
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Tables

Dining table  Bassano 

20068075
300x95x78cm

More sizes available see page 50

Dining table  Bassano round
20068049 
Ø136x78cm

Dining table Leandro oval
20568003
240x110x77cm
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Pure luxury 

This beautiful luxurious table is made from wood 
of the lychee tree and is extremely durable.  The 
wood comes from Indonesia. The lychee  
trees are mainly grown for their fruit and honey, so 
the wood is actually a side product. Lychee wood 
is strong and durable and therefore valuable. It is 
considered to be almost indestructible and is used 
as both construction and wagner wood in furniture. 
A lychee table is therefore pure luxury! 

In our showroom you will find more items like this,  
but never the same.

Lychee  table
X0318908

215x100x78 cm
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Dining table Lychee
X0317238
287x115x77

Dining table  
X0124783
Yellow
50/300/500x100x79 cm 

Curious about all our tables? Visit our webshop or plan your visit to the showroom.

Light green

White

Dark blue

Dining table carved wood
X0222995

Ø150x77cm

Dining table old oak
X0400641
384x114x76cm
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Unique 
Tables

Coffee table wood
X0222909

186x120x42cm

Low coffe table laquer wood
X0124323

118x36x17 cm

Coffee table door
X0123573
196x63x40cm

Light green

Dark blue
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Chairs
From Chinese seats to French Chaise 
lounges, from bucket seats to restaurant 
chairs, for indoors and outdoors. 
We only give a glimpse of our range.
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Take 
  a seat
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Chair Carlton pink
38177001 
77x50x53cm 
Seat height: 48cm

Chair Carlton dark blue
38172028 
77x50x53cm 
Seat height: 48cm

Chair Carlton dark green
38171010 
77x50x53cm 
Seat height: 48cm

Chair Perry green 
38771003 
59x64x86cm 
Seat height: 51cm

Chair Perry blue 
38772003 
59x64x86cm 
Seat height: 51cm
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Chairs

38177001 
77x50x53cm 
Seat height: 48cm

Chair Elsa
38020002 

45x42x87cm 
Seat height: 47cm

Chair Lexington
38760025 
54x51x74cm 
Seat height: 48cm

Chair Harry leather brown 
38760011 
55x56x80cm 
Seat height: 51cm

Chair Harry leather black
38762013 
55x56x80cm 
Seat height: 51cm

Chair Marco Polo 
38068006 

58x52x73cm 

Almost 3.648 chairs in stock and every day new arrivals.
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Chairs

Chair Cross leather black 
38560006 
50x50x91cm 

Seat height: 50cm

Chair Noor oak
38032602 
45x41x89cm 

Seat height: 50cm

Chair Regina whiskey
38760006 
55x61x83cm 
Seat height: 48cm

Chair Regina ebony
38763018 
55x61x83cm 
Seat height: 48cm

Rocking chair Flo 
Grey
38063006 
75x60x86cm 
Seat height: 43cm

Light grey
38074001
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Stool hollow
X0117155
43x38x56cm

Stool rectangular straight
X9903065
38x26x49cm

Stool wood
X0119608
39x51.5cm

Bar stool round
X0123488

30x30x70cm

Stool Gisborne
38212001 

39x39x63cm 
Seat height: 62-75cm

Chairs
Stools
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Shine 
  a light

Lighting
Floor lamps, hanging lamps, table lamps, and 
lanterns. From tree lamps to self-moulded vase 
lamps and jug lamps. Gert Snel has the entire 
spectrum. Once you found the perfect lamp 
base for your project, you can move on to our 
extensive collection of lamp shades to find the 
perfect match.
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Lighting

Table lamp Luton dark grey
40863007 
Ø30x62cm 
Lampshade size: 50/8

Table lamp Luton blue
40872004 
Ø30x62cm 
Lampshade size: 50/48

Table lamp Luton brown
40860002 
Ø30x62cm 
Lampshade size: 50/48

Table lamp Luton green
40871006 
Ø30x62cm 
Lampshade size: 50/48
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Table lamp Puces small
40012005 

Ø16x46cm 
Lampshade size: 40/32

Floor lamp Puces Large
40054012 

30x30x150cm 

Lampshade size: 55/50

Lamp base Terracotta model 6
S9946207 
Ø18x52cm 

Lampshade size: 45/40

Table lamp Ricepot large white
40461001 
Ø33x48cm 

Lampshade size: 55/50
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Lighting

Ø16x46cm 
Lampshade size: 40/32

Lamp base Albufera
40562003 
Ø20x60cm 
Lampshade size: 25/35

Lamp base Knobbel M
1001761 
Ø16x70cm 
Lampshade size: 25/35

Floor lamp  Albufera
40562002 
Ø35x150cm 

Lampshade size: 50/45

Floor lamp Knobbel XL
1001821 

Ø45x150cm 

Lampshade size: 36/36
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Lighting

Hanging lamp Jackie white
40561002
Ø89x66cm

Hanging lamp Bourgogne
40566003
Ø62x106cm

Table lamp Silvi black/silver
40567046 
Ø44x97cm 
Lampshade size: 70/60

Table lamp Orlando iron grey
40012701 
41x14x63cm 
Lampshade size: 55/35
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40012701 
41x14x63cm 
Lampshade size: 55/35

Lamp base vase lightgreen
S9927112 
Ø24x37cm 
Lampshade size: 40/32

Unique 
Lighting

Lamp base stone
X0320358

18x18x62cm

Wooden pilar lamp base
S0222730
22x22x150 cm

Ceramic lamp base
S9927205
26x26x37 cm

In our showroom you will find 13.616 lamps and we create new unique lamps every day.
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Floor lamp Tree
X9918165
40x45x135cm

Beautifully well-shaped wood
Suar wood is found in Indonesia. It’s a fast-growing 
hardwood species. It is beautifull well-shaped wood, 
extremely strong and durable. Suar trees can be 
easily recognized by their characteristic umbrella-
shaped canopy (hence the name rain tree). The 
roots of the Suar tree are as widely fanned out as 
the top of the tree and it is precisely those roots that 
we used to make this lamp. In this way the entire 
tree is used.  

In our showroom you will find more items like this,  
but never the same.
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The distinctiveness of our collection is not only created by our unique 
items and eye-catching appearance of our articles. At Gert Snel we like to 
take it  one step further. In addition to the existing articles, we also create our 
own items in our workshop. Are you interested in a custom-made lamp? Our 
talented craftsman is ready for anything! 

In his studio Peter creates lamps from vases, tree trunks or other beautiful 
items that can serve as a lamp base. In the workplace he prepares the 
electricity. After curing and assembling, the lamp base is ready. Peter offers 
the craftsmanship, the only thing for you left to do is to find a matching 
Lampshade and you will have a truly unique lamp after your own taste. 

 Proud of our 
    craftsmen 
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Cabinets 
of wonder...
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Cabinet

From bookcase, China cabinet to bridal cabinet, 
from dresser to antique dresser, from inlaid to 
weathered, Gert Snel has the entire spectrum. 
We only give a glimpse of our range.

...
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Glass cabinet Zamora brown 2 doors
10012003

81x36x210cm

Book rack Wellington
Small
47562004 
80x30x245cm

Large 
47562005 
100x30x260cm

Murano glass cabinet
19068012
170x48x220cm
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Cabinets

TV sideboard Alicante large
15062002
170x45x60cm

TV sideboard  Rill
15072004
200x60x45 cm

Sideboard Mumbai black/white
12061002
109x50x87cm

Night stand Dolomites
17030101
43x35x63cm

81x36x210cm

Visit our webshop to see our total range of collection and unique cabinets.
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Side bord white yellow on legs
X0124592

200x45x100cm

Chinese cabinet 
Our Chinese cabinets and sideboards are authen-
tically restored by craftsmen in China. According 
to old crafts, with eye for detail and knowledge of 
the different materials and finishes. Our Chinese 
cabinets collection consists real antique pieces and 
new, inspired items. We pick all the cabinets by hand 
to ensure a beautiful mixture of styles, colors and 
sizes. In our showroom you can indulge yourself in 
our large offer of Chinese cabinets. All eye catching 
in their own unique way.  

In our showroom you will find more items like this,  
but never the same.
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Glass cabinet wood
X0222411

80x15x40cm

Sideboard lacquer turqouise
X0124327
225x48x93cm

Sideboard black and red
X0124579
152x45x89 cm

Glass cabinet
X0222848

51x23x90cm
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Unique 
Cabinets

Wooden cabinet
X0119454

170x63x230cm

Cabinet lacquer red
X0123155

131x57x175cm

Glass cabinet wood
X0221862
92x38x127cm

X0124327

Visit our webshop to see our total range of collection and unique cabinets.
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Cupboard white
X0123542

134x45x100cm

Sideboard wood
X0124101

240x45x94cm

Wooden rack Flinstone
X0116667
110X40X220cm

Chest of drawers
X0123532

56x45x200cm
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Unique 
Cabinets

Book case wood
X0222567
122x48x186cm

Cabinet wood carved
X0222547
123x48x220cm

Sideboard Xinjang
X0124135

216x45x76cm

Cabinet Damchiya wood
X0222976
107x33x107cm

56x45x200cm
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Mirror 
mirror on 
the wall

Mirrors
From classic wood-framed mirrors to richly 
decorated treasures. From organically shaped 
eye-catchers to industrial bestseller. Gert Snel’s 
mirror collection allows you to visually enrich 
every room and to really let you see things in 
a different perspective. In our grand showroom 
you will find our total collection of optical 
enrichers. Which one reflects your style?
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Mirrors

Mirror Roanne grey
30012703
152x102cm

Full lenght mirror Chatou
30579005
183x88cm

Mirror gold
30579013
40x40x3cm

mirror on 

Mirror Bassano 

30068014 
175x85x4cm

30068013 
200x100x5cm

Mirror Peacock small gold
30013028

102x84x15cm
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Eye-catching Indian mirror 
Colorful and lived through. Every day this mirror 
brings a smile to your face. We will leave it in the 
middle if this is caused by the eye-catching frame 
of the mirror, or the reflection. Mirror, mirror on the 
wall. Who is the fairest of them all?  

In our showroom you will find more items like this,  
but never the same.

Mirror wood
X0222188

99x173x8cm
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Mirror wood
X0222883 

151x63x7cm 

Mirror wood mixed
X0223182

30x30x5cm

Mirror wood
X0222577
190x117x8cm
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Unique 
Mirrors

Mirror wood carved
X0222559

160x97x10cm

Mirror wood carved
X0222579
216x153x18cm

We have 1.680 mirrors in stock, want to see them all? Visit our grand showroom.
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Rough 
   & raw

Bassano 
A true Gert Snel classic: the Bassano 
collection! An extensive collection 
that has known the way to the hearts 
of retailers and stylists for many 
years. Characteristic, tough, and 
robust looks that has seen various 
applications. From cabinet to table 
and from side tablet to nightstand. 
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Bassano

Console table Bassano 4 drawers
22068008
225x60x90cm

Console table Bassano 3 drawers
22068003
120x37x90cm

TV sideboard Bassano
15068020
160x45x60cm

Sideboard Bassano 4 doors
15068018
170x45x85cm

TV sideboard Bassano 4 drawers
15068016
160x47x60cm
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Dining table  Bassano 

20068008 
220x95x77cm

Coffee table Bassano
21068008
120x60x40cm

Bar table Bassano
29068001
175x60x108cm



Bassano
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Dining table  Bassano round
20068049 
Ø136x78cm

Recycled wood 

Recycled wood has a robust look created by the mixture of various 
residual wood from different areas. This results in a robust look 
with an interesting heritage, created with love and craftsmanship 
in India. Sometimes traces of paint or repairs are still visible 
which only underlines the uniqueness and character of the 
Bassano tables. Together with a black steel base the Bassano is  
a table you should not mess with!   
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Night stand Bassano 3 drawers
17068002
50x35x60cm

Cabinet Bassano 1 door
19068005
50x39x161cm

Night stand Bassano 1 door / 1 drawer
17068001
50x35x70cm

Cabinet Bassano 2 doors
19068004
90x40x195cm
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Bassano

19068005
50x39x161cm

Dresser Bassano  5 drawers
15068017
51x34x122cm

Bench Bassano
32068028
180x34x46cm

Side table Bassano small
27010201
Ø40x45cm

Side table Bassano large
27010202
Ø60x45cm
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Side tables 

In our collection we have items available for every interior. 
Whether you are looking for graphic taste makers or 
prefer a more modest style; you will succeed at Gert Snel! 
Want to make a true statement? Stroll through our range of 
unique side tables. There is a great chance you will find the 
perfect piece you did not know you were looking for... 
In our online shop or showroom you will find many more 
tables to satisfy your interior needs!
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Side by   
   side
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Side table Faye matt black medium
27562019
Ø45x42cm

Side table Delhi Ø42
27562021
Ø42x60cm

Side table Zurich black SET/2
27562010
Ø31x51cm and Ø46x61cm

Side table Faye matt black small
27562018
Ø30x50cm

Side table Delhi Ø35
27061006
Ø35x46cm

Coffee table Faye matt black
27562020
Ø61x37cmm
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Side tables

Coffee table Csaba large
21579005
Ø103x31cm

Coffee table Iris large
21579014
Ø83x36cm

Side table Iris small
21579015
Ø64x41cm

Side table Csaba small
21579006
Ø66x47cm
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Grainder wood
X0222734
66x66x33cm

Antique grindstone table 
This beauty is an original antique grindstone 
table, also known as a Chakki table or grinder 
table. The table is created in India, made from 
wood and sometimes finished with metal.  
A rural family from India uses two large grindstones 
to grind flour with. Those grindstones are found 
in these wooden tables. Traces of use can be 
visible, and every grinder is unique. Some are richly 
decorated with wood carving; others have a more 
basic look to them. An eye-catcher with a story;  
a typical Gert Snel piece!  

In our showroom you will find more items like this,  
but never the same.
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Unique 
Side tables

Side table wood black
X0316390
Ø52x48cm

Side table petrified wood
various sizes and models
45x45x45cm (on picture)

Table wood 
X0222664 
77x45x51cm

Side table wood
X0124550

62x42x50cm

Side table colored wood
X0222882

81x81x40cm
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Wine table Ø100
23068010
Ø100x75cm

Wine table Ø70
23068007
Ø70x75cm

Wine table Bradly large Ø50
23579002
Ø50x60cm

Wine table Ø50
23068005
Ø50x76cm

Wine table Bradly small Ø42
23579001
Ø42x51cm

Side tables
Wine tables

Want to see our total side table collection? Plan your visit to Linschoten.
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Decorate  
   your life

Decoration 
From Indian dolls to African 
masks and from driftwood to 
oxidized plates, Gert Snel has 
mood-defenders from hand 
size to monumental size. Let our 
fast-changing range of products 
inspire you.
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Decoration

Bowl Verona gold small
44579067
43x27x6cm

Bowl Verona gold medium
44579050
57x57x8cm

Milk pot wood
X0222339

20x15x15cm

Bowl wood
X0221801

49x49x13cm
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Candle holder Liz 

Small
44562020 
Ø15x46cm

Medium 

44562019 
Ø17x64cm

Large 
44562018 
Ø18x80cm

Candle holder Jody large raw black
44562024
144x18x49cm

Candle holder Jody small raw black
44562025
60x12x43cm
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Decoration

Box Perugia white/black
44061006
32x24x15cm

Vase terracotta model 6
99462007
ø20x56cm

Box Bone round SET/3
44661015
19x19x14cm
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Decoration

Rusty

Dark blue

Brown

Army

Oliver yellow

Cushion Mongolian lambskin Oliver yellow
S6217304
50x50cm

Cushion unique old kilim
S6216001
50x50cm

Pillow talk 

There’s no such thing as too many pillows.
Nothing creates as much character and 
coziness to an interior as decorative 
pillows and rugs. Textile brings warmth, 
softens a room and creates a cozy 
atmosphere.  Will you choose a beautiful 
kilim pillow or are you enchanted by our 
fluffy lambskin cushions from Mongolia? 
Better yet, mix and match! In our extended 
home textiles collection, there is always 
a rug or decorative pillow available that 
represents your taste.
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Unique 
Decoration

Pot earthenware Ø22x20
X0122930

Ø22x20cm

Rice carrier
X0116838
36x36x24cm

Kilim old
X0507450
262x162cm

Our showroom is full with unique decoration, unlike any other, just like you!
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Candleholder wood
X0222671
24x35x35cm

Candleholder
Our collection contains many items with a rich 
history that have gotten a completely new function. 
This candleholder is a great example of this. Old 
palaces or houses oftenly contained several pillars 
where the roof rested on. Many of those buildings 
have been demolished since and the rest materials 
are being used for other purposes. The same goes 
for this pedestal that used to support the pillar. 
Or could it be the capital of the pillar? Let your 
imagination run free!

In our showroom you will find more items like this,  
but never the same.
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Floris 
Floris, one of our first collection items 
and a true GS Collection classic 
who has proven its quality for 
years. With its simple and time-
less looks, the teak wooden table Floris 
matches almost every interior. Floris is 
available in many dimensions and with 
endless possibilities in design. It is the 
perfect table for the catering industry. 
There’s always a Floris table available 
to match your project!

All-time   
   favorite  
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Floris

Bench Floris 

32020011 

200x32x50cm

Bench Floris 

32068001 
180x32x50cm



Table top Floris 

26068002 
70x70cm

26021015 
80x80cm

Table top Floris round
26021019 
Ø130x3cm

26021008 
Ø160x3cm

Table top Floris 

26021001 
200x100x3cm

26021002
220x100x3cm

26021003 
240x100x3cm

26021010 
260x100x3cm

Teak wood  

Teak wood is a greasy and durable type of wood. It contains tones of red, 
which creates a warm look and depth. Teak wood will get a lived-through 
look when time passes, which only brings extra character to the wood.  
Our teak wooden items come from far. The drying room ensures that the 
wood withstands the transition from a wet Indonesian climate to the Dutch 
climate and remains its beautiful looks.

72
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Floris

Dining table Floris round
20021028 

Ø130x79cm

20021029

Ø160x79cm

Dining table Floris
20021024 

120x80x79cm

20021016 
140x90x79cm

20021015 

160x90x79cm

20021014 

180x90x79cm

20021011 

200x100x79cm

20021012 

220x100x79cm

20021009 

240x100x79cm

20021010 

260x100x79cm

20021008 

280x100x79cm

20021007 
300x100x79cm
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 Woodworking by 
    our craftsmen 

75

Our craftsmen restore items with an eye for detail or carefully make  
cosmetic adjustments when needed. In our workshop Theo and Co execute  
the finest handicraft. When we receive a shipment, it often has come a 
long way and been through a lot. This can have a huge impact on wood.  
For this reason, we store the wooden items in our drying room after they  
are unloaded. After this they are moved to the recovery room, where they  
eventually end up in the workshop. Here Theo restores or adjusts on  
request and Co does the fine paint work. They also restore items that were  
damaged or broken during shipment or give a completely new function to  
an existing item.
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Table bases 
Compile your own table with our beautiful table bases. All with their own 
typical Gert Snel appearance. Our table bases are available in various 
dimensions and materials. From classic to modern and from small to 
large. Perfect for project furnishing since we have different dimensions 
available. To match our bases, we also offer table tops separately. The 
Floris range, for example 

    It’s all 
     about 
   the base
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Table base Romano
25012004

140x60x73cm

Table base Romano
25012005

170x70x73cm

Table base Romano round
25012003

Ø100x73cm

Table base Romano
25012014

200x70x74 cm

Table bases
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Table base Noble large
25012002

77x46x73cm

Table base Versailles large
25576001
155x60x74cm

Table base Noble small
25012001

45x45x73cm

Table base Versailles small
25576002
73x67x74cm
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Table base Valras
25562002
50x50x73cm

25576001
155x60x74cm

Table base Vito
25566006 
140x70

25566007
Ø180x70cm

Table bases

Table base Bradley iron/f
25566002
Ø49x74cm
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Veranda 

Our terrace, garden or porch really form an 
extention of our interior nowadays and deserve the 
same attention when it comes to furnishing and styling. 
Our hand selected collection of Gert Snel classics and 
new arrivals is everything your exterior needs. Our items 
can stand rain but will remain the best when protected 
against different weather conditions. 
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Let’s go 
    outside
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Bench wood tree root 

32068011 
150x40x56cm

32068012 
200x40x56cm

Mushroom wood
X0318518 

60cm high

X0318517
80cm high  

X0318516 
100cm high

Stool root teak
39068001 
45x45x45cm 

39068002
55x55x45cm
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Veranda

Stool flower
X0124398

45x21x50cm

Umbrella macrame
X0320501

Ø200x180cm

Gardenseat set of 2
S0120251
Various sizes and colors available

More items like this available in our showroom, but never the same.
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Metal Basket 
Large
44566055 
63x60x40cm

Small  
44566056 
53x50x32cm

Fire bowls
Various sizes from xs to xxl.

Wooden paddle
44076008
280cm
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Veranda

Outdoor earthware pot
Various models

Outdoor earthware pots
Various models from 
xs to xxl sizes

Canoe wood
X0313742
340x44x48cm
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Veranda

Lantern Bari gold
44579084
57x57x92cm

Lantern white
40361005
Ø35x85cm 

Lantern white
40361002
Ø50x65cm

Outdoor rug
Available in 2 other prints
120x80cm

Visit our grand showroom in Linschoten for more, unlike any other items like these.

Mattress cushion beige red 

62174005
Various sizes and colors available
175x55x5cm (large)
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Sit back
   and relax
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Outdoor bench
Various models
Approx. 200cm width

Chair flower
38020006 
60x50x90cm 
Seat height: 45cm

Chair flower with arm rests
38020005

60x50x90cm 
Seat height: 45cm

Bench flower 

2 Seater 
32020009 

100x50x90cm

3 Seater 
32020008 

130x50x90cm

4 Seater 
32020018 

190x50x89cm
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Veranda

Bench wood blue
X0221137
165x55x95cm

Table outdoor 

20068096 
200x80x78cm

20068097 
240x80x78cm

20068098 
300x80x78cm

20068099 
400x80x78cm

Chair flower
38020006 
60x50x90cm 
Seat height: 45cm

Carved bench incl. mattress
X0320516
200x90x90cm
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Showroom  

Discover our huge stock of unique pieces and 
discover your own treasures in our grand show-
room in Linschoten. We receive new arrivals every 
day, so every visit is guaranteed to be an inspiring 
trip around the world or through time. Book an 
appointment with your sales contact or send  
an e-mail to sales@gertsnel.com to visit us.  

Gert Snel Linschoten 
Laan van Overvliet 5, 3461 HE Linschoten
The Netherlands
Opening hours: Monday till Friday 08.00 - 17.00
Saturday and Sunday closed
  

Online shop  
You can purchase our GS collection and a fine   
selection of our unique pieces easily and 24/7   
online in our webshop in 3 steps:  
1. Request your login details from our sales team  
2. Log in to our webshop and get access to our 

online collection  
3. Find your favorites, fill your shopping cart and 

place your order.  

gertsnel.com

I N T E R E S T E D  I N  O U R  I T E M S ?  
  

You can discover our collection in 3 ways:

TICA Trends & Trade  
Visit purchasing centers TICA Trends & Trade in 
Aalsmeer or Venlo and discover a fine selection 
of our GS Collection.   

TICA Trends & Trade Aalsmeer
Randweg 155, 1422 ND Uithoorn 

The Netherlands 

 

TICA Trends & Trade Venlo
Floralaan 31, 5928 RD Venlo
The Netherlands 

Stay up to date 

Subscribe to our newsletter 
General delivery conditions apply   
Printing and typing errors reserved  
Exclusively for industry related companies.

Stay inspired and follow us 

 @gert_snel_interiors   
 @gertsnelinteriors  
 @gert-snel-interiors 

 @gertsnelinteriors 

 Laan van Overvliet 5 | 3461 HE Linschoten | The Netherlands | T +31(0) 348 - 419 070 
info@gertsnel.com | gertsnel.com
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N E E D  M O R E  I N S P I R A T I O N ?
Visit our grand showroom in Linschoten and stroll through our huge stock 
of unique pieces and discover your own treasures. Get carried away by the  
stories behind our extraordinary items and go on a trip around the world or 
travel through time. Our experienced sales team is ready to welcome you. 


